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Figure 1. An overview of the vision enhancement for defocus correction via OST-HMDs. (a) An ideal user-perspective image, (b) A zoomed part of
(a) capturing an eye chart, (c) A degraded user view by applying a synthetic optical blur to (b), (d) A user-perspective image with a black background
and an HMD screen on which a world camera image is rendered, (e) A zoomed part of (d), (f) A compensation image computed from (e), and (g) An
enhanced image created by combining (c) on (f). Note that the brightness and contrast of (f) are modified +50/-50% for the presentation purpose.

ABSTRACT
Vision is our primary, essential sense to perceive the real
world. Human beings have been keen to enhance the limit
of the eye function by inventing various vision devices such
as corrective glasses, sunglasses, telescopes, and night vision
goggles. Recently, Optical See-Through Head-Mounted Dis-
plays (OST-HMD) have penetrated in the commercial market.
While the traditional devices have improved our vision by al-
tering or replacing it, OST-HMDs can augment and mediate
it. We believe that future OST-HMDs will dramatically im-
prove our vision capability, combined with wearable sensing
systems including image sensors.

For taking a step toward this future, this paper investigates
Vision Enhancement (VE) techniques via OST-HMDs. We
aim at correcting optical defects of human eyes, especially
defocus, by overlaying a compensation image on the user’s
actual view so that the filter cancels the aberration. Our con-
tributions are threefold. Firstly, we formulate our method by
taking the optical relationships between OST-HMD and hu-
man eye into consideration. Secondly, we demonstrate the
method in proof-of-concept experiments. Lastly and most
importantly, we provide a thorough analysis of the results in-
cluding limitations of the current system, potential research
issues necessary for realizing practical VE systems, and pos-
sible solutions for the issues for future research.

This manuscript is a pre-print version of Augmented Human 2015 submission.
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INTRODUCTION
Vision is our primary means to perceive the physical world.
We can achieve various tasks through vision, combined with
higher-order brain functions. We have developed numer-
ous Vision Enhancement (VE) devices for supporting and/or
boosting the capability of our vision in various aspects,
e.g., dynamic range (sunglasses, night vision goggles), focal
length (corrective glasses), field of view (telescopes, micro-
scopes, low-vision glasses [23, 24]), spectrum range (thermal
goggles), and exposure (stroboscopic/shutter glasses [16]).

VE devices can be categorized into two different types based
on their principles: direct and indirect. Direct devices like
corrective glasses and sunglasses consist of optical elements
that directly make use of phenomena of optical physics such
as refraction and transmittance. The capabilities of direct de-
vices are limited by those of their optical elements and the hu-
man eyes. On the other hand, indirect devices such as night-
/thermal-vision goggles use external vision sensors to obtain
super-vision which is hard or impossible to obtain by direct
devices, and users see post-processed images on a display.

Indirect devices can substitute direct devices given an appro-
priate sensor which reproduces the same vision as the optical
components of the direct devices provide. For example, if we



capture an image by a camera with a huge zoom lens, and dis-
play it on a VST-HMD, we get a virtual telescope [19]. Fur-
thermore, indirect devices can benefit from the power of com-
putational photography by post-processing raw sensor data as
professional astrometric telescope systems do.

However, as a wearable vision system, indirect devices have
an essential limitation: they dispose and intercept the user’s
direct view by occluding the real world from the user’s eye.
Direct devices do not have this limitation, yet they are inflex-
ible in applying different VE effects since each optical effect
requires different optical components.

Recently, Optical See-Through HMDs (OST-HMDs) have
penetrated the market as typified by Google Glass, EPSON
BT-200, Microsoft HoloLens, and so on. The displays inte-
grate digital images into the user’s view while keeping the
real scene visible through (semi-)transparent optical combin-
ers. The OST-HMDs are potentially capable of incorporating
the benefits of both types of VE devices. Along with the re-
cent developments of mobile sensing devices, we believe that
the future OST-HMD system will substitute many direct VE
devices.

This ultimate goal is, unfortunately, far from what we cur-
rently have. The limitations of the current display hardware
and computer vision/graphics technologies impede the real-
ization of practical VE devices. Yet, our community has
developed essential technologies such that, if combined all-
together, they could establish a more practical system. How-
ever, few works tackle VE problems along the context of
OST-HMD systems.

This paper conducts a fundamental study of VE in defocus
correction via OST-HMDs to improve human vision. Our
idea is to add a visual stimulus to a user’s natural vision such
that the user regains visual acuity. The stimulus is given as a
compensation image displayed on an OST-HMD. The section
below summarizes the contributions of our paper.

Contributions
Our main contributions include the following: (1) We provide
a theoretical formulation of VE for the defocus correction via
OST-HMDs. (2) We demonstrate that our VE formulation can
improve the defocus effect through conceptual experiments.
(3) We provide a thorough analysis of the current VE setup
including limitations and possible research directions toward
the realization of a practical VE system.

RELATED WORK
The VE concept has close relations to the following areas.

Projector-Camera Systems
An OST-HMD is a projector which displays an image mid
air; an eye is a camera which captures the image. Thus, they
form a Projector-Camera System (PCS). PCSs have two top-
ics related to VE: improving the appearance of the projected
image, and modifying that of the surface on which the pro-
jected image appears. The former includes: a defocus-blur
correction [20], a temporal super-resolution system [26], and
a color-correction system [7]. The latter includes: contrast

and resolution enhancement of ePapers [8], a dynamic-range
enhancement technique [6], and a color-enhancement system
for visually impaired people [1].

The OST-HMD system differs from conventional PCSs in
several ways: the image plane floats in mid air rather than
being projected on physical surfaces; the spatial relationship
between the eye and the display plane is dynamic; and the
user-perspective image, i.e., what a user exactly sees, is not
easy to obtain. The floating image plane makes a calibration
of a system nuisance, and the difficulty of the user-view ac-
quisition even devastates the image rendering process due to
missing feedback from the eye.

Computational Photography for Aberration Corrections
Several computational displays account for visual aberra-
tions of human eyes [22, 13]. Such systems consist of
multilayer/light-field displays and render pre-filtered images
designed to cancel estimated aberrations. These displays re-
quire the user’s eye position and the eye aberration profile, in
practice, as a point spread function (PSF).

Low-Vision Devices for Visual Impairments
Apart from the pure computer vision/graphics fields, re-
searchers in clinical fields have developed various low-vision
devices to help visually impaired people [23, 24]. These di-
rect devices are composed of several optical lenses to create
tailored vision to compensating the patients’ degraded vision.

Recently, Huang and Peli [14] developed a VE system which
provides a patient with an edge-enhanced image for contrast
enhancement. They create a user-perspective image by using
a planar OST-HMD screen model and a display pose mea-
sured manually.

Vision Enhancement in Augmented Reality
In Augmented Reality (AR), there are works on overlay-
ing images on users’ views to modify/enhance their vision.
Such work includes: an AR-Xray system which integrates oc-
cluded scenes into a user’s view via a VST-HMD system [3],
and an AR microscope that provides depth-dependent image
augmentations so that viewers can grasp the focal depth of
microscope imagery effortlessly [11].

METHOD
VE systems have three key computation steps: To transform
sensor images so that the displayed image will coincide with
the user’s perspective (Step A), to estimate a user’s vision,
e.g., a PSF and the color sensitivity of a user’s eye (Step B),
and to preprocess the image to be displayed (or to modulate
light from the display) so that the combined stimulus of the
image and user’s vision creates the desired optical effect (Step
C). We refer these steps in the discussion section to associate
topics to the steps. We first formulate our method based on
ideal assumptions. We then relax it with practical assump-
tions. Through out this paper, we assume that cameras are
the pinhole cameras and images are undistorted. I represents
a 2D image. We attach ? to variables for representing that
their are true values.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a general formulation of the vision enhancement for defocus correction. See the method section for more details.

Formulation
Step A is analogous to the rendering process in graphics en-
gines: we need to bake a 2D image out of a 3D scene from the
view point of a user-perspective. The intricacy of our setups
is that neither we can align a camera to a user’s eye position
perfectly nor the camera sensor can replicate the eye sensor
exactly.

We start with a User-Perspective (UP) camera U, which rep-
resents the human eye, placed in the world (Fig. 2). The
camera sees a scene structure XW in the world coordinate
system. Typically, XW is modeled as a set of 3D surfaces
with material information. As the result, the camera records
a user-perspective image I?U. I?U is a ground-truth image that
an emmetropic eye would see, whereas an ametropic eye suf-
fers from an optical aberration fabr(·) and sees a degraded
view I?′U := fabr(I

?
U). Typical aberrations include myopia,

hyperopia, and astigma. If we can present a visual stimulus:

∆I?U := I?U − I?′U (1)

to the user’s view, the user would regain the regular view as
I?U = ∆I?U + I?′U . We call ∆I?U as a compensation image.

We estimate ∆I?U from an image taken by a world camera W
attached to an OST-HMD. Without loss of generality, we treat
W as the origin of the world coordinate system. Similar to the
UP camera, W also sees XW and captures a world-view image
I?W. Note that I?W is different from I?U since the two cameras
have different extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. Therefore,
we need to warp I?W to I?U by using these parameters. Let
PWU and PWW be world-to-image projection matrices of U
and W respectively (PWW only has the intrinsic part since W
is at the origin). Given PWU, PWW and the 3D structure of
XW, we define an image warping function m(· | ·, ·, ·) as

I?U = m(I?W | XW,PWW,PWU) =: mWU(I
?
W) (2)

where mAB(·) := m(· | XW,PWA,PWB) for given coordi-
nate systemsA andB. If the 3D structure is complex,mWU(·)
can be computed by the epipolar geometry with known depth.
If the structure is a plane, like our experiment setups, mWU(·)
becomes an image transformation via a homography matrix.

Although we can now compute ∆I?U from I?W, we can not di-
rectly provide this stimulus to the user’s eye: we have to do so
via the OST-HMD screen. This introduces the third camera:

a screen camera S. Its position is the same as the UP camera,
and its image plane (thus orientation) is defined by the image
screen S of the OST-HMD. Note that S can be defined as an
off-axis pinhole camera under the assumption that the screen,
which is floating in mid air, is planar. If S is a real camera,
it has projection matrix PWS and records an image I?S . When
properly transformed, I?S exactly matches to a part of I?U since
their cameras share the same view point. We now obtain the
ideal screen image to be displayed on the OST-HMD:

∆I?S := m−1SU (∆I?U) = m−1SU (mWU(I
?
W)− fabr(mWU(I

?
W)))

(3)
wherem−1SU (·) , the inverse mapping of another warping func-
tion mSU(·), warps I?S to I?U. Finally, displaying ∆I?S on the
screen gives the stimulus:

I?′U +mSU(∆I
?
S) = I?′U + ∆I?U = I?U. (4)

In practice, we only have the estimates of the functions in the

above formulation: m̃WS(·) , m̃−1SU (·), f̃abr(·), and m̃WS(·).
Thus the screen image that we actually display becomes

∆̃IS := m̃−1SU (∆̃IU), ∆̃IU := ĨU − Ĩ′U, (5)

ĨU := m̃WU(I
?
W), Ĩ′U := f̃abr(ĨU). (6)

By displaying ∆̃IS on the HMD screen, the user perceives

Ĩ?U := I?′U + ∆̃I?U ≈ I?U, (7)

where ∆̃I?U := mSU(∆̃IS). Here we applied the true warping
function mSU(·) since this is a physical process.

Note that ordinary displays cannot handle negative values.
We can only display |∆̃IS|>0 instead of ∆̃IS where | · |>0 is
a function which sets negative values of the image pixels to
zero. We refer the VE with the former as Enhanced + (plus)
and the latter Enhanced +- (plus-minus).

We have, so far, ignored some effects related to the OST-
HMD optics: a color distortion by the virtual screen and an
optical aberration effect against the displayed image. We fur-
ther integrate these effects into the above formulation.

Color Distortion of Virtual Screen Image
Eye-HMD system has a color distortion stems from several
conversions between analog and digital image signals. The
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Figure 3. An OST-HMD setup used in our experiments. (Left) A top
view of the setup. (Right) Front view. A blue color is displayed on the
OST-HMD: Lumus DK32. The UP camera is placed behind the HMD,
and the world camera is mounted on the display frame. Both cameras
see a printed Snellen Chart (image by Jeff Dahl) as a reference object .

world camera receives light from the world and sends con-
verted digital values to the display. The display emits new
light based on the values. Finally, the Up camera receives the
display light, and outputs new digital values. In general, this
final color differs from the color from the world camera.

Let hcol(·) be such a digital color distortion applied to the fi-
nal image perceived by the UP camera. Then, the UP camera
sees an image as hcol(ĨU) at Eq. 6. We estimate the inverse

of the distortion as h̃−1col(·), and redefine the displayed image
∆̃IS (Eq. 5) as

∆̃IS = m̃−1SU (h̃−1col(∆̃IU)) = m̃−1SU (h̃−1col(ĨU − Ĩ′U)). (8)

The UP camera finally perceives an enhanced view as Ĩ?U =

I?′U + hcol(mSU(∆̃IS)) instead of Eq. 7.

Optical Aberration of Virtual Screen Image
An HMD screen causes another aberration effect. In general,
the image screen created by an OST-HMD does not necessar-
ily appear at the same distance as an object on which a user is
currently focusing. This misfocus causes another aberration
on the screen image. Let gabr(·) such an aberration which is
different from fabr(·), following the same derivation in the
previous section, we redefine ∆̃IS as

∆̃IS := m̃−1SU (g̃−1abr(∆̃IU)) = m̃−1SU (g̃−1abr(ĨU − Ĩ′U)), (9)

where g̃−1abr(·) is an estimate of the inverse of gabr(·). The UP
camera finally perceives Ĩ?U = I?′U + gabr(mSU(∆̃IS)).

Generalized Formulation
We merge the color and aberration correction functions. As-
suming that the color distortion hcol(·) is pixel-wise, we
place the hcol(·) inside the aberration function gabr(·) as
gabr(hcol(·)). Then we obtain the image to be displayed on
the screen as follows:

∆̃IS = m̃−1SU (h̃−1col(g̃
−1
abr(ĨU − Ĩ′U))) (10)

= m̃−1SU (h̃−1col(g̃
−1
abr(ĨU − f̃abr(ĨU)))). (11)

The perceived view finally becomes:

Ĩ?U = I?′U + gabr(hcol(mSU(∆̃IS))). (12)
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of vision enhancement flow in the concep-
tual setup (Experiment 1).

The above formulation does not define how to compute each
function. Because their definitions are depending on various
assumptions on the scene, the display, and the eye. In the
experiment section, we introduce our assumptions and show
a simplified, concrete formulation based on the above general
formulation.

EXPERIMENTS
We conduct two proof-of-concept experiments. Experiment 1
demonstrates the formulation under a controlled environment
with various assumptions to investigate the potential of the
VE. Experiment 2 relaxes the assumptions to show the limited
performance of the VE with the current technology. In both
the experiments, we use a UP camera instead of a real user
for obtaining objective measurements.

A thorough discussion including the limitations of the setups
and possible solutions for realizing a practical system is pre-
sented in the discussion section.

Hardware Setup
We have built an OST-HMD system equipped with an out-
ward looking camera as described below and in Fig. 3. We
use Lumus DK-32, an OST-HMD with 1280 × 720 reso-
lution. The left eye display is used for the current setup.
For the world camera, we use a USB 2.0 camera from De-
lock. The camera has 1600 × 1200 image resolution with
64° field of view. For the UP camera placed behind the
OST-HMD, we use UI-1240ML-C-HQ from iDS. The cam-
era holds 1280×1024 image resolution together with an 8mm
C-mount lens. As a scene object XW, we use an acuity chart
set on a planar calibration board. The board is placed about
1.5 m away from the display.

Experiment 1
This experiment is to assesses a potential performance of the
VE by simulating a setup where a perfect OST-HMD is avail-
able. We first explain the simulation formulation, then the
actual data collection procedure, and the simulation results.
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Figure 5. The result of the experiment 1. The log-scale X axis is the size
of Gaussian blur filter used to compute degraded user-perspective im-
ages I?′U . The log-scale Y axis is the PSNR between the ground truth im-
age I?U and: I?′U (Degraded), the enhanced images with the positive image
Î?U>0

(E?, Enhanced +); with the complete filter Î?U (E?
>0, Enhanced +-),

and the UP image ÎU created from the world view I?W (Baseline). The
VE technique improves the quality of the degraded images.

Simulation Procedure and Assumptions
Instead of directly obtaining ∆̃I?U by displaying ∆̃IS, we par-
tially synthesize it by introducing several assumptions (Fig.
4). Some of the assumptions naturally stem from the fact that
we use an UP camera instead of an user. Some others are for
simplifications due to our lack of methods to estimate some
of the true functions. We emphasize it here that the upcoming
sections investigate potential solutions for incorporating real
users and removing the simplifications. We now explain our
simplified VE procedure.

First of all, the UP camera and the world camera capture
I?U and I?W respectively as same as the original formulation.
We then warp I?W directly by m̃WS(·), and display ĨS :=
m̃WS(I

?
W) on the HMD. While blocking the world light, we

let the UP camera capture ĨS as Î
U
′ := gabr(hcol(mSU(ĨS))).

Finally, based on the assumption that light is additive, we pro-
cess I?U and Î

U
′ in a software to synthesize a deblurred image.

We introduce another assumption to simplify the warping
function: we limit the scene structure XW to a planar 3D
surface with a 2D marker. The UP camera and the world
camera track the 2D marker, and we compute the relative
poses among the cameras and the plane. As the result, we
obtain projection matrices PWU and PWW. Also, given an
OST-HMD calibration method explained in the next section,
we obtain the projection matrix PWS as well. As the result,
m̃WS(·) becomes an image translation by a homography ma-
trix.

We compute a compensation image ∆̂IU by applying the esti-
mates of the inverse of hcol(·) and gabr(·) :

ÎU := h̃−1col(g̃
−1
abr(ÎU′ )), ∆̂IU := ÎU − fabr(ÎU), (13)

where we assume fabr(·) as a Gaussian blur with a known
diameter σ [pixel]. We synthesize a degraded UP view as
I?′U := fabr(ÎU), and evaluate the VE performance by chang-
ing σ. To ignore g−1abr(·), We also place XW almost at the same
distance as the image screen when seen by the UP camera. To
simplify the color correction, we only consider a gray-scale
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Figure 6. Sample image from the experiment 1. The enhanced images
are clearer compared to the degraded images. Note that the brightness
and contrast of the compensation images here are modified to +40/-40%
for a presentation purpose. See also Fig. 5.

color, and we approximate the inverse of the color correction
h−1col(·) as a scaling factor c defined as follows:

h̃−1col(·) = c−1 ∗ (·), (14)

where c := mean(Î
U
′ )/mean(I?U) .mean(·) is the mean color

of a given image.

Now, our approximated compensation image and our en-
hanced image become

∆̂IU = c−1 ∗ Î
U
′ − fabr(c−1 ∗ ÎU′ ). (15)

Î?U := I?′U + ∆̂IU, Î?U>0
:= I?′U + |∆̂IU|>0. (16)

We compute the enhancement error as

E? := PSNR(I?U, Î
?
U ), E?>0 := PSNR(I?U, Î

?
U>0

), (17)

where PSNR(·, · ) represents Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) of two given images. Similar images yield higher
PSNR, and go to infinity if the two images are identical. Note
that E?>0 = E? holds. Note that the above derivation of the
compensation image is valid only if our generalized formula-
tion is true (Eq. 11 and 12).

Data Acquisition for I?U and Î
U
′

Our data collection procedure is as follows:

1. Calibrate the world/UP cameras and the HMD screen.

2. Place the UP camera toward the board XW, and capture I?U.

3. Place the HMD in front of the UP camera and capture I?W.

4. Compute PWW and PWS (also PWU for the experiment 2)
from the Step 1 and Step 2.

5. From I?U and I?W, compute the 6-DoF pose between the
cameras and the parameters of the board as a 4D vector.

6. From the vector, PWW, and PWS, estimate m̃WS(·) as a 2D
homography mapping.

7. Display the warped image ĨS on the display. Let the UP
camera capture the displayed image as Î

U
′ while blocking

the world light by, e.g., making the room completely dark.



At Step 1, we treat the display screen as a virtual 3D plane
with its pose defined relative to the UP camera. For the OST-
HMD calibration, we used method described in [15].

After this process, we obtain I?U and Î
U
′ for the evaluation.

Note that we only compare a region of the images which in-
cludes the acuity chart (see Fig. 6).

Enhancement Result of Experiment 1
Figures 5 and 6 show the results. The red line (Baseline) in
Fig. 5 shows PSNR(I?U, ĨU ) as a baseline. This is equiva-
lent to a user perspective VST-HMD setup where the display
replaces the actual user view by the world camera. Note that
we also adjusted the color balance of ĨU to that of I?U by Eq.
14. The blue line with square markers (Degraded) is a plot
of PSNR(I?U, I

?′
U ), which is what a degraded eye would see

the world without VE. The orange line with circle markers
(Enhanced +) is E? and yellow with crosses (Enhanced +-) is
E?>0 from Eq. 17.

As expected, all methods suffer from the increasing amount
of the Gaussian blur. However, both Enhanced + and En-
hanced +- in general improve the degraded images while
keeping the qualities higher than just displaying the warped
world-camera view, i.e., Baseline. Enhanced +- shows a sig-
nificant improvement over Enhanced +. This suggests devel-
oping an adjustable opaque layer in the display is desirable
for practical VE systems. Such systems can visualize nega-
tive values. The negative color contributes dominantly when
extreme blur is present (see the third row of Fig. 6).

Experiment 2
This experiment follows the original formulation in the
method section (Fig. 2) to assess a more realistic setup that a
practical VE system should follow. Data collection is done in
a similar manner as the previous section.

We first prepared ∆̃IS . For computing Ĩ′U, we again treated
f̃abr(·) as a Gaussian blur. The same blur is added to I?U for
synthesizing I?′U . The UP camera captured the displayed im-
age ∆̃I?U. When capturing, we blocked the world light from
the display in the same way as the experiment 1. Then we
computed Ĩ?U (Eq. 12). Note that we had to tune the im-
age gamma of ∆̃I?U before fusing it with I?′U to reduce the
backlight ambient color of the display panel that made pix-
els bluish even if the digital color of the pixels are set to zero.

Figure 7 summarizes the result. Compared to the experi-
ment 1, the improvement was negligibly small. One of the
main cause might be the color distortion hcol(·) of the display,
which distorts the brightness of image and thus the compen-
sation image.

LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT EXPERIMENTS
Our current setups, especially in experiment 1, use various
assumptions and simplifications. We list them with the corre-
sponding step characters from the method section:

L1 (A) XW is limited to a 3D plane and 6-DoF pose between
the cameras are known.
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Figure 7. Result of experiment 2. (Left) Error plot. (Right) Result
images, where we modified the brightness of the compensation images
+70% for the presentation purpose.

L2 (A) We refined manually the 2D position between I?U and
Î
U
′ before computing the compensation images.

L3 (A) An ideal user-perspective image I?U is available, and
the eye position is known w.r.t. the HMD camera.

L4 (B) The aberration model fabr(·) is a Gaussian blur.

L5 (B,C) Images are in gray. Only the distortion of color
intensity is corrected by a simple color correction (Eq. 14).

L6 (B,C) Optical elements do not distort world illumination.

L7 (C) g−1abr(·) is the identity function, i.e. we ignored it.

L8 (C) The relative image resolution of the display screen is
higher than that of the user-perspective image.

These issues have to be solved for a practical VE. In the next
section, we discuss practical solutions for each relevant topic.

ISSUES TOWARD PRACTICAL VISION ENHANCEMENT
We analyze issues reaming in the current VE system and dis-
cuss possible solutions. We clustered the issues along the
three steps of VE, and referred corresponding limitations in
the headlines.

(A) Transformation of Sensor Images
UP Rendering with Arbitrary Scene Structure (L1,L2,L3):
Our VE method requires to map the world view to the user
perspective view. The mapping changes by both the eye posi-
tion of a user and the structure of a scene. There are hardware
and software solutions to estimate a correct mapping.

A hardware solution is to align the optical paths of the world
camera and the eye (the UP camera) by a half mirror [27].
This way, both cameras optically share the same viewpoint,
and we may opt out the XW from the warping function. How-
ever, the mirror has to be dynamically configurable to keep
the virtual center of the camera according to the dynamic eye
position w.r.t. the world camera.

A software solution is to compute the depth of the scene XW

and warp the current world view to the UP view while taking
the depth of each pixel into account [30, 4]. This solution
requires a 3D sensing. Since two viewpoints are different,
we face with the occlusion problem that a part of the scene



visible by an UP camera is not visible by the world camera.
Such occluded part of the scene thus can not be displayed.

Both the solutions require a high-speed 3D eye tracking. With
an eye-tracking camera, another possible technique to provide
I?U directly is the corneal imaging [18]. It analyzes reflected
image on eye cornea to see what a user actually see.

OST-HMD Calibration (L2,L3):
Related to the mapping issue above, another issue is pertain-
ing to the calibration of the OST-HMD screen. The pose of
the screen image is necessary to compute the correct projec-
tion for the virtual camera S. Although common HMD cal-
ibration methods calibrate the screens as 3D planes, this is
often invalid due to the complex optics of the HMD. Further-
more, the HMD optics distort the user perspective view itself
as corrective glasses do. An ideal HMD calibration method
must take these issues into its HMD model for the calibration.

(B) Estimation of User’s Vision
Appearance Correction (L4,L5,L6):
Even if we have a correct UP rendering, we still need to es-
timate the color distortion, hcol(·), so that a displayed color
perceived by a user is consistent with the visual stimulus that
the user receives from the scene directly. A solution is to
calibrate the color of the display (and the world camera) be-
forehand by a UP camera. Some work for such OST-HMD
color corrections already exists [28, 9].

Another unsolved, challenging issue is that photoreceptor
cells of eyes have different sensitivity than image sensors.

Eye Aberration Estimation (L4):
In our experiment, we assumed that the eye aberration,
fabr(·), is a simple Gaussian blur. Namely, we only con-
sidered a defocus basis of Zernike polynomials, a common
aberration model employed in optometry [5]. Optometry re-
searchers have worked on estimating the profile with wave-
front sensors [12, 25, 17] or video-based techniques [29]. Re-
cently a mobile system has been proposed [21].

(C) Preprocessing and Rendering of Filter Images
Image Rendering (L5,L6,L7):

In addition to f̃abr(·), we need the second aberration g̃−1abr(·)
for the virtual screen. If the image screen is at the same dis-
tance as an object at which a user is focusing, we may thus
ignore this aberration or treat is as f̃abr(·). Practically, this
assumption is unlikely. If we have the aberration estimate
f̃abr(·), the display screen pose, and the scene information
XW, then it would be possible to estimate g̃abr(·). We then
invert g̃abr(·). A software solution is to employ an image de-

convolution method such as [20] to compute g̃−1abr(·).
Another solution by hardware is a retinal HMD. Its rendering
is unaffected by crystalline lenses. The display employs the
Maxwellian-view optical system [31], and realizes focus-free
images [2], thus we can physically ignore g̃abr(·).

Resolution between eyes and OST-HMDs (L8):
This would be most challenging issue in terms of hardware.
The maximum angular resolution of the human eye around

the fovea is approximately half an arcsecond, about 8.3e-3
degrees. The display we used has 40-degrees field of view
with the 1280×720 pixels, which yields about 31e-3 degrees
at the finest. Thus the display resolution is still far lower than
that of our eyes. As far as we know, there have been no OST-
HMDs thus far with resolutions comparable to that of human
eye. Again retinal displays would be a possible solution with
a foveated rendering.

Other issues
Vision Enhancement against Corrective Glasses
Corrective glasses are well-established direct, analog VE de-
vices for aberration corrections. Potential benefits of our VE
system based on OST-HMDs over such devices are: personal-
ization of enhancement depending on users’ aberration types
that change over age, correction of higher-order aberration
that the glasses can not correct, and simultaneous enhance-
ment of other vision problems such as color blindness.

Overcoming Physical Limit of our Visual Acuity
In other word, can we make Ĩ?U = I?′U + ∆̃I?U better than I?U?

An interesting question of the VE for the defocus correction is
whether emmetropic people can benefit from the system. For
example, if our display has a higher resolution than that of
eye retina, then the display can create a super-resolution im-
age mSU(∆̃IS) which is finer than the eye retina can perceive.
There is no benefit of doing this in terms of the spatial reso-
lution. Perhaps, a vibro-imaging system [10] can overcome
this limitation by temporally modulating the display image to
achieve a perceptual super-resolution.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a VE concept for defocus correction of
human eyes via OST-HMDs. Our main contributions are: (1)
We provide a theoretical formulation of VE while incorpo-
rating with constraints of the optical relationship between the
HMDs and human eyes. (2) We conduct proof-of-concept ex-
periments, with cameras and an OST-HMD, to demonstrate
that the method improves a degraded image quality. (3) More
importantly, we provide a thorough analysis of the current
VE setup including limitations, issues and possible solutions
toward the realization of a practical VE system.

Future work directions involve: OST-HMD color correction,
eye aberration estimation, deconvoluted image rendering, and
extension to the full-color imagery. Besides on that, a study
with actual users is also desirable. We hope this work will
serve as a foundation for improving the VE techniques.
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